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Objectives

W MANY?

Teacher's Guide

1. Ihe student will accept that a parallel pbstulate

is needed in the axiomatic development of geometry. /
tt2. The student will follow some of.ihe axiomatic de-

velopment that the hyperbolic postulate leads to 1,

, .

The student will follow the axiomatic development

that the Euclidean postulate leads to and be able

.to apply the reeults.

IIPand model some of the results."

Overview
, .

ThiS module was conceived sas.an-alternate approach to
the usual practice of giving Euclid's parallel postu-
lfte and then mentioning that--arnate postulates'

would lead us to an alternate geometry or geometries.

Instead, the student is led through an axiomatic de-

velopment into a logical dead end which requires a.

new postulate in circler to 'all& further investigation:

He.is then requested to take a postulate alien to his

dipertence. Modt high school iltudents will not easily

-Aiccept this, and a lot of student interest is generated.

At this point the tpacher can mention some Of the re-

sults of the postulate and then return to Euilidean de-
. velopment in unit IV, or continue Hyperbolic Geometry

in unit III before returning to iluclidean Geomptry..,

3

.Units in the podule ares

I, Existence 'Of a parallel. Picks'up axiomatic
-

developmentp.nd follows it to existence of a

parallel:

A Parallel Postulate,

parallel postulate.

'Hyperbolic Geometry. Develops the hyperbolic

.postulatesto obtain results contrary to stu-,

dents previous experience. The new system is

then pdeled and physically embellidhed until

it becomes for most students a viable system.

IV. The Potncar Model. A geometric model for

modeling plane hyperbolic geometry.

V. Euclidean Ceometrv. Axiomatic development

from'Euclid's parallel postulate.

Leads students-to a

Material6

Poincare's Model
(Instructions for building on page (J4-3.)

"Shrinking"' meter stick
(Instructions for building on page

#

i.
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I. EXISTENCE OF A PARALLEL

Teachipg Suggeetiaas
Exercise Answers (Pages P-6 and P-7)

Teacher and students should share the work here. Per-

haps the teacher eould explain Theorem A, then ask the

1. a) "

.1))

'students either in groups individually to prove the

'corogary. Someohe might be selected to presenVthe

C)

d) 1111

. --/
proof to the class. The rest of the work can.be done

2. LOP And 1-MDF' are correspondingthe.same itay*in an effort to keep studenis,actively.
ABD and LEM are alternate interiot'angles.involved in the development.

.

,

3. a) ZFAB and 2.L.A.FCExercise Answers' (Page P-3
-b) LOU

-g 11 12 '

.f
4

// Jj
5 .

.

c) LBAF and

d) ACAF
, a)

t 5. Yes e) Yes
, ...&..n

b ) No f) ,No , e) LAFE and ,e.IFEA

c) Yes g) Yes
,

4. a) T
,

d) Yes h) Yes ,
.

. b) T ,r .

. , .
.

c) T ,

II. THE PARALLEL POSTULATE
. 4

'011) T.

.

Teaching Suggestions e . .,
.... %

15. a) Yes
,The teacher'should play a.very active roll in 'this b) No

development; not neceisarily by transmitting the con- .

6. a) PS // QRtent imt by guiding the students' Investigation, and
b) Nonesetttilg the tone. The tont becomes,cruciakas the. 44 44Ni

so) PS 8 gRstudent runs into the logical dead ena.of trying to *4 .44
d) PQ ll RS

prove the existence of, at most, onetperkllel through- ,E4 44

f) tone

e) PQ // RSa given. point. This prAlem oanjnitiate more'student

pxguments d disoussion than you might
g) PQ .RS

,

belie possible.

5 PT-2
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III. HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY

TeacthinOuggestions

The Definitions and Theorems Can best be presented

as overhead transparenCies, allowing faster,and

easier presentatiT. YoU may wish:to present thee

proofs as shown, or merely discass with the Students

what can be proven. Notes for the-teacher are in-

cluded for each set Of transparencies.

Materials

Poincare Board A

30 cm radius cirtular region put of-cardboaror

wood. //

HyperbOlie Lines

Arcs cut of plastic eheets, 2 mm,- 3 mm thickness.

Cut 10 arcs of 1/2 cm width.to these specifiOations

for the inside'curve.

Radius Chord.Length.

10 cm, 19 cm

15 cm 26.8 cm

26 cm 33.3 6
/

30 cm. 42.4 cm

40 cm 48 cm

50. cm
. 51 cm

60 cm 53.7 cm

70 cm '55.1 cm

80. om 56.2.cm--

90 .cm 56.9 cm-

PD-3

Following is he basic program if you wish to gen--

erate the madisurements-for More hyperbolic° lines.

LET R .30

PRINT "R 1 .sig. R ,

PRInT "L: R 2" .

FOR. J 0 to .9 Step .01
i

LET L (2 *11. *,1) / (SQR(R T:2 + J '1" 2

PRINT L J

NEXT J

END

11

"Shrinking" meter sticks

Cut four cardboard strips 2 cm wide and I meter,

1/2 Meter, 1/4 meter and 1/8 meter in.length re-

spectively. Label each as shown.'

. .

1
IIETER - m

2
STICK 1- m

. .r.

IV.. THE POINC4RE MODEL

-r*

This section is very dependent on theteacher

for guidance, motivation and timing. The stu

dent meaterials'exist to give you and the

student somewhere to start. However, this

section may be done just as effectively with...

out distributing student information sheets

andAnstead, just guiding the student through
1

the ideas of the section ,by'yourself.- To this'

end, we put forth here a statement of purpose

(0. .0 of DML



for.each individual activity, any pertinent notes,
4

and urge you to use your own procedures to intro-

duce and guide the activity.
r

A description Of a Poincaxle Model Board is given i

e2the beginning of -Che Teacher's Guide in the mat als

section.. The purpose of including a physical moidel

here is four-fold.

1) It allows the student to do the modeling

Making the whole idea.seem somewhat less

' esoteric.

The student can shcm himsdlf that all the
.

theorems and postulates preceeding Postulate

H are consistant with this.model.

It allows the student to view two parallels

to a line, open triangles, Saccheri quadri-

laterals, etc. In theirproper perspective.

That is in a hyperbolic plane, not a

Eulpdean plane.

. 4) To give the student a.mental picture of a

'2 hyperbolic plane to which the. physical tlorld

- can be.related.

It is strongly suggest d that,you try modeling the
- -.. .

, given statement befog, going into the classroom with

the modeling board. This will give you an tdea of
Iv

where prdblems wi encountered.

,

The purpose. of Statement 1 is obviouely.to determine

if a rir Of points determines exactly one llne.

4

pr.44.

Statement 2 is--included to checithe plane Separation'

postulate. Statement 3 points.one toward the prob-

lems ofmeasuring angles. The.student may be able to.
Ir

rely on his intuition fpr this. it might help that

intuition if the measure of an angle formed by tan-

gents.to the two curve is demonstrated. This will

also.assist them in Stat ment.Os 6, 7, and

\ purpose for modeling Statement #'s 4, 5, 7, and,8 is

apparent while #6 is included to again indicate the

difference obetween gaiallels and-ultra parallels.

Class Activity_l: Do you really know.which way 11
straight?

.The purpose of this activity is to indicate that .

detemination of straightness is'visual. Therefore',

onlY if light.travels in straight lines can one be

confident that what he perceives to be straight is

actually straight.

The Activity: Request volunteers from ihe class.who

feel they definitely knoti how to walk a straigh-tline.

Have them do so by selecting an.object across the

rbom, field, gym, etc. and walking a htraight line to

that/Object. Now have them each return and try the.

- same thing.again, blindfolded. Observe the difference

in paths between trials. This should convince them

that in the physical world their of what

Straight is depends on light. Note that the igger

t4e room, the more-tonvincing will bikvthe results.

'74 U of DM
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Clan Activity 2s First one out the door is extremely

7he.purpose of thisActivity is .to help the Students

sinderstand how a plane that's bounded cawstill seem'.

infinite.

The Activitys.* You should'have, a set of.the meter

sticks described in the materials seition of the

Teacher's Guide hidden somewhere in the room. You

must now explain to the students the predicament in

Which they now find then;selves. Their predicament
isi ':

Sive the cliss.has entered the clasiroom, you

have inadvertently stepped on the Hidden button

that changes the room into aJayperbolill room.

This makes it very difficult to leave ihe room.

In fact,'so difficult,that you are willing to
r I

give a reward to anyone who can follow thelrules

4imposed by the hyperbolic plane and still/leave

the.room. Those rules Ares

.1) °wan never change size.. If One is'a

meter 70 tall, he must remain a meter 70

tall.

2) Between each step taken one must beo

measured to be sure he has not grown.

StaA the student,in the middlerof the room.. Take

an initial height measure ent with the full sized

meter stick. Allow him-h s first step: TakefThe

11
$

PT

neict heightmeasurement with the.second meter stick

(ont-half.meter in"length). Obberve that the stu--.

dent,has grown. TherefOre, we must shrink the %

student.' Shrink student. 'Allow the Student to

take anothei step intip.shrunken state. Measure

his heidht with.the third meter stick. He has again

grown and must, therefore; shrink some more.

. The students might complain that the meter stick.iS

Shrinkind'rather than the student groWing. 'Kindly:

explain that.if the room were Euclidean ifistead of

hyperbolici.that'would.be true. However, in a hyper-
,

bolic rodim the size of the meter stick.varied with

.location. It Should be apparent to the student and

the rest of the-class that the student will never make

it out .of'the room. He.may, therefore, conSider the

room;to be infinite.

vs,

5

°The last patt of this section is isfluded for the,

purpose. ,convincing the student thAt the universe

.,:mipt'be hyperbolic. ;0ou hay** alternate way of

dOing this, use it. Or read the given information

and present it, to the class'verbally. Tle important

thing is that the students realize there exists a

viable alterative to Euclidean Geometry.

12.

.0 '74 U of.DML



V.. Euclidean Geometry

Teapiling Swestions

This section begins with Euclid't Parallel

Postulate and proceeds to the more important

rpstiits. The proofe are left for students to
f r

do ar the tglaher'odh do them for the class.

The teaCher aught to make a statement to the

illme explaining wh$, we choose to continue with

fIclidean 'isometry. (1)-l'It is simpler - we.'

have gone about as fat e can go in hyperbolic '

gebmetry with the mathe)natical background pf the

class. (2 Euc idean geometry is a better.des-

cription of'our expelencs.

V

13

01.
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SkiSTENCE OF A PARALLEL

We pick up thie axiomatic story line of geometry assuming that you"ire

familia; with the line and'distance postulates, the angle postulates, and

Theorem Z, which gives the existence of one and only. one line perpendicular

to a gilen line at .a given point on tie gien line.*)The intention'now is

to take this development pinto an investigation of, parallel lines.

The central question in any develogoent of parallel lines is:

Given a line J,Z and a point P not on line 2 , how many
4

lines .sxist which contain P and are parallel to jz. ?

JP

Immediately there appear three answers to be considered. There .are none,

there id exactly one, or theie are at least two would-cover all possibili-

ties. Surely Abet off. you already know the correct answerPBut, we ai.e ahead

of onrselvis: We wish to put all of this on a firm axiomatic basis.

'Let ut proceed and share the work. The wriiiers will provide some of

the proofsnd you will be requested to ptovide others. Our first objective

%till be to eliminate the first alternative - there are no lines through P

parallel Ito That.is, we shall try to prove that there exists at least

one line through lc/parallel to

Theorem.A8 Given a line and a poipt -11 not on the line, there is at most

one fine that contains P and is perpendicular to

Proof: Assume there are at least two lines,

-111 and ,f2; perpendicular to 1. at
points A arid ,p respectively. There

expfts a point R on the ray opposite

igirsuch that,AP to AR. Since gi-1- A ,

<RAH. a AB now implies'

that LIPAB 74 1\RAB by SAS. t Hence,

.(PHA <RHO" Since
<2

R, both

PHA and RBA sousI be right angles.

Thus,*both ,;(2 and ''*Un are perpendicular

tto .4 at B. But this contradicts Theorem Z, Hence, there must be

at most one line through P perpendicular to ,

P.1



Corollarys

Proof'

No triangle has twooright angles,

Proof is left to you.

Theorem Bt Gived a line.k and a point P not on , there is at least one
4

line that contains the given point and is perpendicular to

Proofl Line )Z contains two points Q and If

E and H are the b..21f planes defined

by lile . PE,:ontains.point

Construct ray QX in H such that

RQX ..RQP. There exists a point'

T on QX such-Chet QP . QT. Since P

and T are in oppiesite half plaoes, PT H
intersects if at some point_A: Either

Case 1 A ..Q
P

Case 2 A is in the interio

Definitiono

Theorem Cs

Proofo

Case 3 Q isdpetween R and A.

1Sase ls If A . Q, then. A, Q,'an.d.Tare collinear. gence

me_AB . 90 and kr is the desired per-.

pendicular.

Case 2s Since QA QA, APAQ = /ATAQ.

m,PAQ mTAQ 90 and PT is the desired per-

pendicular.
*

Case 31 Proof is left to you.

Two lines are parallel iff they are coplanareand do not intersect.

Given three coplanar lines. If two 9f those lines are both

perpendicular to the third, those two are parallel.
.

Let R and 2
2

both be perpendicular
1

toX at points P and Q respectively.

Theorem Z guarantees that that P Q.

Assume Al. is not 1101 to
2'

Then
1

internects
2 a

t some py.nt H.

But APHQ contains two right angles which

contradicts the corollary to Theorem A.

.(
1
N

2.

13-2 © '74 U of DML
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1

A vertical line is onetoontaining the center of the earth.
0 I

a

Theorem Do Given a line and a point P not on )1 then there exists

at least,one line thrpugh P parallel to

Proofs Proof is left to you.

Exercises!

1. Prove the corollary to Theorem A,

2. Piove Case 3 of Theorem B

3.. PrOve Theorem D.

4. Name two pairs of parallel lines.

5. ConSider the follpwing definitionss

1,

C.

A horizontal 1Ve is one that, is perpendicular to some vertical line.'

-.a) Gould two horizontal'lines b4 parallel?

b) Could ,two*voertical lines'be parallel?'

.o) Could two horizontal lines be perpendicular?

d), Could.two vertical lines tie 'perpendicular?

e) Would every vertical line bellorizontpa?

f) would every horizontalAline be vel"tical?

g) Could a horizontal line be parallel to a vertical line?.

h) Would every line be horizontal?

THE PARALLEL POSTULATE

Having so successfully disposed of the no paiallel option, we throw

caution to the wind and piroceed at break-7neck speed to select the cermet.

answer from the remaining two. First we attack a question about the ex-

terior angle-of a triangle, then define angles useful in work-with parallel

lines and then we are ready.

<-4
Definitions If A is between B and C, and D is not on BO, then 4CAD and

4-BAD iorm a linearre

)

1 6

-r

© "74 U of DML



4

lifInitions

4finitions

"Theorem Es

Restatementi

Proofs

An exterior angle of a trianglb is'an angle that formaa linear

pair withsone of the anglep of)the triangles.

For any exterior angle of a triAngltio the remote interior angles

are those angles -of the.triangle xhieh do not form a linear pair

with the exterior angle.

The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than

the measure of each remote interior angle.

Given: .APQR and point S such that

R i0.between P and S.

Prove: mACQRS -;,,m4LQ and

ITILQBS..?

Let M be the midpoint.of Q-R. There exists

a point T onTg.suchthat PiI . MT and M is.
between P.and T. Since Z.Q.1tP::.; LRMT,

i

1

AQMP ARMT by SAS. Therefore, m L Q miLQRT. Since RT is

between RQ and RS, m L_QRS m ZQRT + mLTRS. Hence,

m LQRS > m LQBT mLQ. The proof that m L.QRS > mLP is left

to you.

Corollarys If a.triangle contains one right angle, the other two angles

Proofs

_are acute angles".

The proof Is left to you.

We wish now to define pairs of angles which hre usef4 in working with

parallel or near parallel_pair of lines. To avoid undue wordiness, we allude

to definition by diagram.

Definitions

Definitional The pairs of angles 3 and 6,

and 4 and 5 are called alter-
,

natlaJnterior koglae.

Line A is called a ixansversal

between m and n. (Notes m and

n may -or may not be parallel.)

Definitiont The pairs of angles 1 and 5,\

2 and 6, 3 and 7, and 4 and
Oro
8 are.called 9.2ut2 cullynai

Awn,

4

e

1 2

3

I

P-14. 4
7 © '74 U of DML



4Theorem Fs, If two coplanar lines are cut by i transveveal such that a
patrof alternate interior angles are congruent, then the7

two linen are parallel.

Restatements Givens LABC LBCD

0 Proof: AB n CD

Proofs Assume AB is not parallel

with CD. Then AB and CD

intersect at some point' P.

But the hypothesis that

m/...BCD contradicts

Theorem E. Therefore,

It n8.

Theorem Gs If two coplanar lindelare cut by a transversal such that a pair of.

Porresponding angles are congruent,-then the two lines are Parallel.

Proofs The proof left to you.

WE ARE READY!'

4,}t-

We have alreaay determined that there must be at least one line parallel

to A:through P. In all.honesty we muit warn:you that we have consulted with

many mathematicians.and read many ilpoks and articles about this. Everyone, to

the last Imofessor 'consulted, has advised us to. make am assumption about whiph '1

answer is correct and not try,to prove that one is correct and the other is not.
.W6 mean to take heed of all thiS advice. So here comes our assumption'in the .

form of Postulate H.

f

18 © 74 U of-DML



Postulate ho Given1ltne,4 and point P not 4 then there exists at
dr

least two lines'through ;13 Which are coplanar with and'

do not intersect 2 .

There, we were:sure most .of.you knrw that was the correct answer long

ago. We, therefore, illustrate this with a simple diagram and proceed with

the development. In the diagram neither: line m or line n intexsect with

A

There ma'Y be a few of you who are not quite convinced that Postulate H.

is the correct choice. We- invite you to try tot prove that Postulate H is
I

wrong or that the other cholce is correct. Me are sure that you will soon

be ccavinced that we have,made the proper choice.

'Exercises -

1. Complete each of the following statements with

Vie symbol >, K or.

t:11.1' If mi..1 w 40 and miL2 30 ,then

miii
b) _If miLl 7.02 and mi_2 w 73, then'

m4C-4 73.

c) If mL. ..-112, then mLl 112.

d) b. 150, then 304

2. From the four itng1e9 illustrated, find

the following's

a) A pair of corresponding angfes.

1$) A pair of.alternate interior angles.

P-6

It
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Using only the points and segments

shown in the diagram, complete the

followings

a) Two exterior agles of 6Fkii: are

and

b) An exterior angle of ADHE is ...

c) Two exterior angles of ABCA are

and

LCAG is an exterior angle of

e) LBAF is an exterior angle of AAEF

- with remote interior angle's \. and.

4. True or false
...

kl
a) 5q is a transversal of X3 and

4'

b)
2

is a transversal of and
.i

c) i14, is a transverdal of I( and Jr
2!

d) k is a 'transversal of i?
1
and i

3.
_

5. a) Ifi!Q LS, does it foil& that'

Q,P II Tr
b) If L_P LS, does it tolloW that

'fig?

i 6. Name the segments

a). 'C5 £9
b); z

L3 - Lip
d) L4 L6

.

a L5 j 17
L.5 d-L8

any, that are parallel if

2o 1
© '74 U of DML,
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Definitions for Hype*olic Geometry e

Definitions MP is a parallel to if and only if

a) MP and. A are Coplanar,.

b) and do not intersect, "

c) All ray PT where T is ,interior to J.MP i intersect with Ae...

Definitions Any, line *2'which satisfies conditions4 a) and b) but not
c) is called an ultra parallel.

I(

Notes on Definition hed-t, #1

Postulate H coIflrns the -existfince of an infinite number ofAilines through
P-which fulfill co dit',1bps a). and b). ,There are', however, only two Which
meet condition c). Since these two lines are special, the. wordparallel is
*redefined tó(faci itate easy reference to this pair of lines.-

.Usually-pa lel rays PM and PN will be referred to ralher than parallels44.
PM and PM:-

,The. difference between Postulate H a Euclid's postulate can be stated
1ntof parallel.rysTM andPN. Eucli4's postulate claiMs they.are
coil near and:Postulate H claims they are non-collinear.'

If dOK parallel is given in a diaAram,
. m

it could be)that does.not interseCt.with "*"

If1s Tit parallel, then it muit either be
trtte that all rays A intersect iCor all rays

intersect

P-8
© '74 U of DML



0 Definitions for Hyperboli0. Geometry #2
4

P.

4.
.1101M...

Definitions

,Definition:

X

Given line-TX, point P not on TX, segment PQ perpendicular to
4-* -*
TX at Q and rays PM adi PN parallel to line TX. Angles MPQ

and NPQ *are called the anglal_g_pgralleilam,

The direction of ray PM is called the direction of parallelism

of PM.,

Definitions for Hyperb4ic Geometry #3
1

4



_Tefinitions

Definitions

Definitions

Pt

4.
Let PN be a parallel to TX through P.. If PT. is a traversal

intersecting Vi at T, then the union of ill, A and PT is called

an open triapgle and is denoted as 6PTIZ,..

A

An exterior angle of an open triangle is any angle which forms

a linear pair with. an angle of the open tqangle.

An angle is a remote. inferior angle of a given exterior angle,

if it is an angle of the open triangle which does not form a

linear pair, the given exterior angle.
.

e

Notes on Definition Sheet #3

The letter omega (A) is used to indicate an ideal point at infinity.

The symbol is introduced for notational purposes. It is not meant to be used

to motivate a discussion of ideal points, what is at infinity, or any other .

similar

rernts

Angles

Vrior angle

Angle

ielationsh

esoteric subject matter. It should be noted, however, that it rep-

the f4act that two of the sides bf the triangle extend indefinitely.

N

and 2 are exterior angles of &PTA,. There exist two other ex-

to UT.ft which are not labeled,

is a remote interior angle of 4_1. Angles 2 and 4 share the same

Definitions for Hyperbolic Geometry #4

A

P-10
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Definitions A quadrilateial inwhich a pair of opposite sides are congruent.

A and perpendicular to'a third side is called a sacchlri Quadri-

lateral.

Definitions In Saccheri quadrilateral SACH, Aq ot:tlit3d the summit, SH is

called the base, /...ASH 1Rd L.SHC are Called base,angles, and

/..SAC Snd LACH are called summit angles.

OM

Notes on Definition Sheet #4 .
t a

This is a good plSee to include some historical notes about Saccheri

the mathematician and his life-long quest for a proof of Euclid's parealel

postulate. We refer you here to any of the fpllowing sources.

1. Howard.Eves

2, Noise

A discussion of some of the history would lead to an Observation that

, the summit angles cannot be proven.to be right angles.
'

t

Theorems of Hyperbolic Geometry #la

Theorem Is f two open triangles ABA and COO. have 40 and

AB CO, then -LA .

A may be related to LC.tn three possible ways.

a) InG14>niLC See #1b

b) mLA /...m1..0 See #1c

c) na.mLC

c must be true since both a and b are absurd.



Theorems*of Hyperbolic Geometry #lb

If mLA(L BAX) > m. PCO), then .

A

9

4.

1

'
AD exists such that Z

R exists such that BD OR

RCC i DBA by SAS

4 RCO Z DAB ".,-; L PPO

0

a

But .L RCO LPCO is absutc1.1 So, m L A mLC is false.

'1

Theprems of Hyperbolic Geometiy /no

If m/..A (LBAX) 4 mL-C ( LPC0), then

13

I

otCR exi s rtuch that L ROO -; Z.BAX

D exist stich that IID. ., RO

ROC 7.-; 4 DBA by SAS : %Z. BAD -.8 RCO it! LBAX

. But 4ROO ''.:, 4PCO is absurd! So, m LA 4... rt4C is fitlse.

P..12 p U.fIML
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Not 98 oR The Oxem

, fhe students:are willing to accept Theorem I withoUt proof, it As

not necessary to expose them to transparencie's lb and lc.

If the students .need to be convinced, the transparencies do not give
a complete proof. Included here is a more complete proof for:transparency

b, which may- help in answering any queIO.ions which %ay arise.
,

if m. L BAX tMen there.. is'a ray A in the interior Of LBAX
such that m./31,AT = m.L.P01)0% 'Since ABA As an open triangle is a Parallel,
to A (not. ultra7parallel). Therefore, i'l' inte4.6ects with B4.- at isome,point
P. the.point plotting theorem there exists a point 'R. on OIL. such that
OR BP. "llow dROC --=';i\DBA by SAS which. l'eads directly to the abwrd statementK

ts,

that mLACO = m4PG0. ')

The proOf that mi...Aok< ria..0 is absurd is:similar. :

Stuaents s.hould be 'dhown the definition fransparency.#1 before attacking,
Theorem I,

StUdents should be shown definition transparency #2 before exposure to
t e corollary' to Theorem I.

Theorems of Hyperbolic Geometry #ld

Corollary toTheorem 11 Angles of parallelism are congruent.

P
, 1

4.

Int LOKUL conts,ining M and A PRA contAning N, 4.PQT LPQS and
Therefore angles 0 parallelism 4MPQ and LNPQ are.00ngruent.

P

it
S.

)1"

P-13 ©'74UDML
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Theorems of* Hyperbolic,' Geometry #2a

Theorem III Angles of parallelism are acjite:

A
1

There are three possibilities for LMPQ and L.NPQ.

a) m MPQ. mLNPQ 90

b) m I. MPQ mLIOPQ 90, ,

c) m L MPQ NPQ < 90.

Both a) and b) lead to contradictions .of pveviouely accepted theorems and

postulates.

Thekefore, C. the prOper, choice.

Theorems of Hyperbolid Geometry #a:

If mZMPQ mLNPQ 90, then

M

4

A

sn
`816

M, P and N are collinear, There is qnly one line through P parallel to A..
This contradicts_ Postulate H.

4

©474 U of DM 4'



Iheort st of Hyperbolic Geometry #2c '

If m4.MPQ mL. NPQ> 90 then

4*/

.,
11.

P exists in thr interior of Z.NPQ such that mL.RPQ 90. But

PR intersects withl,A, .

This contradicts Theorem CI

Notes on .Ttleorem-II

Students should be shown .definition transparency #3 before exposure

to Theorem II.
-4

For transpirency #2b, remind studente that PM and PN are the two

parallels. They are, 'not ultra 'parallels! ,Therefore, any other linv

coplanar to and non intersktcting with

A must lie in the interiors of vertical

angles MPN and NPM It is then clear

why M, N and P collinearr implies at most

ot;e parallel io through P.

it

->
For transparency #27, a must intersect with tince rN it a parallel

and not an ultra parallel. Shown is the fact that I:NPQ cannot be obtuse.

Sincei_NPQ .;;%G.MPQ it follows thati!MPQ cannot be obtuse.

6

P-15
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Theorems of Hyperbolic Geometry Oa

TheoremIIIs 'T.wo_mbssvp6allel to the pame lin, in the same direction are

Or parallel :to each other. 4

51:4E-

.P

,-*
Restatements If it is a parallel to)( and SR is a parallel to A , then SR4

tett parallel to PN.

Possibilitiess a) g and'A intersect

b) ft and A are ultra parallel

c) PN and gt are parallel.

Again 0.proves to be the aly non-contradictory possibility.
4

Theorems of Hyperbolic Geomlitry #31)

-4
If PN and SR intersect, then'

p

P-16 ? 9

11

It

1

,
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their point of interiection

XR is*parallel to Hence,

intersects .14.

This contradicts the )iypothesis that PN is a parallel to 4 .
at

Theorems of Hyperbolic Geometry #3c

If PN and SR are ultra parallel, then

,, c

-4 -4 .' -4
PX exists such that PX is parallel to SR
-4
PX andq do not intersect.

I.

This contradicts the hypothesis that .14, is parallel to

Note") on_riheorem III

The theorem establishes a transitive property for a special set e
parallel rays; namely, those ire the same direction.

Once again the difference between parallels and ultra parallels is

very important to the .understanding of ,the theorem.

In tratnsparency /3b, a is elaimed. to -be

parallel t6 It itO not obvious that A can

not be ultra parallel tO Aproof that

cannot be ultra parallel to R has the follow-
Qing basis. If A is all 'ultra parallel, then T.

-4
1 a ray A parallel to. 'exists' in the interior arz.RXT. Ray SN must intersect

X at some point . By Ilasoh's theorem must intersect side TZ of ATZN. This

contradicts the fact that A is a parallel to A .
-4

Ift transparency #3o, PX and do not intersect sinoe they are contained in

opposite half planes with edgeti,

p.17
'74 U of DML



Theorem IVI

Theorehs of Hyperbolic Geometry 4a

An exterior angle of an open triangle

than the remote interior angle.

IF
greater in measure

Restatements Given /AAR.I!, with exterior angle 1, prove m m 2.

Either a) m /.1 m12

b) m /.1 m/2

c) m LI >

a) and b) lead to contradictions, leaving c) as the correct

choice.

Theorems af Hyperbolic Geometry 4h

If mL1 m L2, then

rls

F-18 3/ '74 U of DML



IA exists such that m/..DAC m L2.

Since AE is a parallel to 4, A mit intersect BF.

This cgritradicts Theorem E.

Theorems of Hyperbolic Geometry 4c

If in 4.1 m 4 2, then

4.

With M as the midpoint Cf ii, draw', 'perpendicular to BF.

f

\
\ 4

LARM is also an angle of parallel,Am.

ARAM ";i AM by ASA

i...ARM is a right angle

This ccntradicts Theorem II.

Op
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Niptes on Theorem LV

l'heorem 4o An-exterior angle of an

open triangle is greater in

meas han the remote in-

terior ingle.

Restatements Givens ,[4:ABSl, and exteri9langleLl.

'prcr.'esmLi>mL2

There are three possibilities. (1)

'(2) mIL1 11-2 and (3) mdLl >

1.

Case lo Assume MiLl mi-2. Then

there exists AC between it

and AB such that mt.DAC m42. B.

r-)
Since A8 is a parallel to BF, AC

BF forming a triangle with.exteribr angle LDAC. ThiS

contradicts Theorem E. Hence J111.1 .-mL2 is false.

m m 2 es

must intersect with ..

Assume m42.

Construct giA such that

M is the midpoint of A---B

and 4A.1 fit. . m1.62;

AM . MB and m44 m4.3. B

Hence, ABQM AARM by ASA.

This implies 4!ARM is a right angle.

4:ARM is also an angle of parallelism

mit be acute. Contradiction. Hence

false. Therefore, Intl ?.m4!2 is fhe

possibility.

P-20 33

By definition

and by Theorem J

mL2 is

only remaining

4.

,
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Theorems of Hyperbolic Geometry #5

4.`

Theorem Vs In a Saccheii quadrilateral, the line joining the MidpointsI

of the base and summit is perpendicular to both and the summit
amgles are congruent.

A F

Restatiements Givens ADJ.. TB, A-BA_ ITC, AD BC-, ED EC and FA FB.

Proves ETF_L. AB, EF_L DC; mi_ADE mILBCE.
1

By gAS elADF ABU' 4ADF ;= LBCF, .DF CF

L.DFA i-CFB (

By SSS ADEF ACEF EDF 4.10CF

,DEFLCEF
L DFE LCFE

,L ADE LBCE

.tAFE 41.1 LBFE

DEF ;;/iCEF Tiso

I.AFE'LBP'E EFLAB

By angle addition

!ides TheorIemy

Expose students to dIfinition transparpoy 4 before giving this

theorem.

Most students should agree with the results of this theorem. They should
also be able to prove it with littlphelp.

The complete proof is Included for your convenience, Construct 5' and ia
By SAS A.DAF ACV, This implies that mLADF',. mLBCF and DF CF,

,,-

!.% 1-21
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Since EF EF, ilpFE C F E by SSS. Now mLFDE 'so mL.FCE. But by the
angle addition, theorem m4ADE rn m,LBCE which was to be pioven. Also

m4DEF, - CEO which 'i:mplies that both are right angles. Hence, EF DC.
By angle additioh theorem and definition of congruent triangles
mL AFE m l BFE. Therefore b,oth are right angles and IF J-

CorollarYs The base and suramtt of a .Saccheri quadrilateral are ultra
parealel. The above corollary follows since LDEF and 4C
are not acute and, therefore, cannot be angles of paralle ism.

./1

Theorems of Hyperbolic Geometry # b

Theorem I = 5
--3Theorem III 4 CG fl. DH

CO, DH,and -a-b for 'open ACD4

Theorem IV >:mL2
Therefore, mL1 + m1.4 mL2 + mL5

Theorem V m mL2 + m4.5
Hence, 1 4.- mz.4 m L3

And mL3 < 90 or 1-BCD is acute.

0

4
k°1-)P-22
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Theorems' of Hyperbolc Geometry. #6a

Theorem VIo The summit angles of a Saccheri quadrilateral/are acute,

.4111...

Restatements Givens "TD , AB AD . BC

.Provel 4:BCD is acute (It then follows that LADC is also
0

acute«) . AS

Construct CG parallel to AB in the direction of AB.
-*

Ccmstruct DH parallel to AB in the same direction.

Notes on Theorem VI

This is a result students will generally not be willing to accept. It

will probably be udeful to go over the proof-with the student's and indicate

pa f the theorem IS; the fact that CG

thAt all the other results cm ete

noy o

lead to the Indicated-conclusion.

Not indicated in the trans

must be in the interior:ofi.:BCE ind DA must be interior to LAM since DC

:As an ultra parallel to it,
t

'A result of.thili theorem that ehould be mentioned is; It is impossible

to draw a reotanglef. No lititter how hard one tries, there will-always be a

s1ight defectin at least.eine of the proposed:right rngles

P-23 36 74 U of DM



Theorems of Hyperbolic 'Geometry #7a

'Theorem, V/Io The sum of the measures of the angles.of a triangle is

less than 180.

Restatements .Givenf AABC

Proves mi-A + mLB m4C.<3.80

Construct DE where D and E are midpoints of AB and AC respectively.

Construct ia such that id at G.

Locate F such that EF EC.

Locate H such that HD m DC:

Ccostruct HB and FC.

. Theorems of Hyperbolic GeoMetp, #7b

P-24

4

a

a
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HBD LIGAD and A GAE 7.; FCe by SAS

Therefore Z.2 1, z 3 19; L 4 4

And FC . AG . HB

And . m I BlID is 90 mL CFE

HFCB is a Saccheri quadrilateral with summit BC.

Therefore, m41 + nsL5 + M44 :I- m46/.180

And + m45 + m43 + AL6.4.180

That is, m.ZA + m4B + mLC 4.180.

Notes on Theorem 7

This theorem tells the student that soMething he has believed in for a

long while is not true. It is time to remind him, that this is. a result of

accepting Postulate H. That is if one cannot really accept this result, he

must retreat and do away nith Postulate°H.

, Indicate to the students that they should not throw in the towel on
1

Postulate H until they have worked with a model of this geometni. Since

every one is familiar with modeling in Euclidian Geometry, these techniques

have been used instead of hyperbolic techniques. This max well be the reason

for not being able to accept the results just proven.'

You may not have 4prove thi theorem at all. After.Theorem 6, most

.1

.students will Thadmitthat. eorem 7
. 4

llows directly. Thileoproof:can.be

supplied if needed. There11.6, howeve no heed toforce.it.on-the students
'

,

if,theY do not Weed to be convinced.
.

.
.

theorem Po The sum of the measures of th angles of a triangle is less than

l84

Proofs Let 1) and E be the midpoints A

of iE and id respectively,
.

Construct Copstruct a

ray through Ai to DE. Ce.:4

it it. .Locate point F on DE

such that E is between G and.

'F and GE . FE, Likewise, lo

cite point H on tt such.that D

is between G and Wand HD DG.

Construot .fa, and 6,

4

41
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\'43A\D\ /..FEc, G . Therefore , BB and EFC
. are r ht angls.Also 4nPe FC .A(.; H, FC Heride, 1..HBCF

A.Ek:V4OcCheriApd a*rAL,.*

:Ft* the- PorigrOent triangles it follows' that m.1 m 2 and

theorem VI rnLl + mL59O and

m-2.4 + mL6.e.,90
.

Therefore, mL_ 1 + m44 + mL5 + m 4_6 4 180

Itk Substituting mi.2 + m1:3 + mL5 + mL6/..180
Bui m Z.2 + mL3 + mL5 + mN4-6 is the sum of the measure of the angles

of ,AABC .

Q. E. D.

The Poincare Model
to vs,

.The Poincare model is a geometric model developed for the Purposes of

modeling plane hyperbolic geometry. It differs from the usual model in two

significant ways. A.plane, instead of bng unbounded, Is bounded by a.'

circle.' A line is a subset of a plane tick) is an arc Of a circle that is

perpendicular to the boundary circle of the plane at its two points of inter,

section.

p.26 30 © '74 U of DML



4.

In the abaVe.Modelp. C is..the bounding circle., Ond n ire hyperbolic.
lines. :111 is.not ponsidered-a line:since it is nOt perpendicular to. the
'bounding cirele, :Use the Poinda4 Modeling board with includecOlyperbolic

hines.to investigate each of the following conjectures. (Note,' Each of

the plastic lines tnly represent a hyperbolic line when 4t6 ends are on .'

the:edge of the plane.)

Statements. Two points determine exactly one line.'
6

Procedure:. Select two random poinp on the plane. Go 'to the,box contain-
.

ing the.hyperbolic p.nes. Get a variety of arcs from the box.

By trial and eirorit them over the two points until you
.

find one which wheh covering the'two points has its ends 'on

the edge .of the'circle. (As in horseshoes,and hand grenades,

Close counts'because'ofAhe limited-selection of-lines.) Check

to see if there is any other size line that fits the two .points

and.has its ends on the.edge of the plane. Assuming you have

found one. and .oriLy One such. line, we c'ensider that sufficient

evidence and-move on.

*s)

Statement: Given'any.line. ,K,-the points that do not lie on line .1Z form

two non-intersectingzets. Any line containing a point from

.each ofthese two sets must. cross

Procedure*

Statement*

Procedure:

Place any hyperbolic line on the .planeand observe. Pick'a

point.weither side of the line. Deesaline containing%both

those points cross ,10

Given a'line Xthere exists.at'le&st one-line perpendicular to

it.

Place two lines on

the lines untll it

line. ROw did 'you

the plane. Chang% the position of one og

appears to.be perpendicular, to the other

determine that they were perpendicular?

Could you use a protractor to determine if the angles were

ylght angles? .

Kew that you are familiar with placing:the lines, we willgive you

another set of statements.and allodyou,to develop your own procedure to

modelithese statements.

Statements If two lines are perpendicular to the same line, they do not

intersect.

13727 (0 74 U of Mt
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Statement!,

Statement('
o

.
.

Given a line A and a point P not on )6 there exists' at least

twew linen through P which are parallel :to )4 .

The pleasure of an exterior angle of an open triangle la greater

than, that of the reirlote interior angle. (lieme ber that twb sides
p

of an open triangle are parallel, not ultra para lel.)

a.

Stateherit; The summit angles ofya gaccheri quadrilateral are icute.

StAements The'sum of the meAsUres.of t4 angles of's:triangle is less than

180.

What. you have accomplished in the first.part of this activity is that
.fl .. . . a .,

: you cap shoii with these funny circular linesp all the things you can do with

.. .straight lines ineinfinite. 'Planes. That is* all:thepostulates 'and
.
theorems

discussed thus far in the course can be modeled on the Poincare pla4 :We
.. 4

. .admit to neglecting the set of postulate6-dealing with distance between points.

. "This was.4onejlelibeAtely to spate you from working with the complicated dis--

,tanbe'formula Of the,Poinbar4 model and to-sRare, us frOm ttying to explain it.

Aside ftoM thitt, we would guess that there may still be one minor detail.

that you fiiia bothersome. That

planes are not bounded,, ate they -At .this point, 'your instructor has two

.* class aetivitieA Skillfully prepal:sd to
#

further ponfuse you on this issue.

'They are; (1) Do you really know which .way is stralght and (2) First one

n the real world, lines do not curve and

out the door .is extremely small.

cr,

. Take it away Teepftl

From theselwo activities you have hopefully learned the following.

:First, what it considered straight is determined by line of'sight You have

nObuiltrin' sySteM thaguidea you in a.straight'line,40attfcularly over.

large.distancesithd if VI-ere are no v sual readings alloWed. .Secopd, if. you

. tried-to get tothe end.of a bounded li e, you might never make'it if botff

irlo4'and your miring etickshank"as you apprOeched the end of the line.

.But thip-stilLhei not arisweted the-questibn, "Is the physical world

really like.this?" .Thers is a noted*Set'of physical theories which'predict

.that iinee_in our universe are-curved and tbat the size of.an object Changes

with its ppeed as well as the -Object'al mass and conception:Of tims.,, They

are the theories of genera/ and special relatiVity as ut/forth by D.F. Albert

S

Einstein,-

4,1

*

11 .
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The general theory of relativity predicts that ligh travels 4rough
the uniVerse in,curved lines which are distorted near large bodiesiof mass.
The distortion the sun would Produce in the path of.thelight from a dis-
tant star was computed and then actually observed during a solar eclipse.
this simply means that a theory of space which claims that the shortest
distan9e'between two pointa is a curved line not a straight line, may
accurately describe space,.

Ythe special theory of relativity states that if an object is Moving
at a very great speed relatiVe to your,oyn speed, you will observe it to-
be different than if it were simply sitting near you. At high speeds it
would appear to you to be shorter, heavier and to,age less quickly: This
too has been verified in experiments. Very small particles called electtons
have been observed to become heavier when given speeds close to the speed
of. light. 'Since in o

"Inli Verse, you would
have to travel ext mely fasto.it is-therefore possible that you and your
mealpring stick w 11 shrink. Hence, you will never reach the edge of the
universe and you will therefnre conclude that it is infinite.

The theory of relativity.is a theory used to describe the universe
amd not just our locality. If. yoti look at a very small portion of a hyper-
bolic line, it will appear to yoU to be straight. Hence, maybe we belireve
that lines are str.ght and unbounded simply because they appear-so in 'our
restricted field of observation.

de Quickly while you ate still °confused, lei's go back, take the other
possible parallel postulate, and see what results it leads to.

#

P-29
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Euclidean Geometry

'Euclid's Parallel Pos.kulatel Through a point P not on line X , there is at

most.one line parallel to ).

Euclid's postulate can now be used to prove Wome important theorems.
We willstate and illustrate the theorems here: After the first one the

40proofs are left tosyou.

1, If two parallel lines arecut by a transversal, the alternate interior
angles are congruent.

-6

In the drawing, ingln with transversal t intersecting them at P and Q.

and forming alternate interior angles. 1 and 2. We know there is a line

ItP'so that- /13PQ v.;J2. These congruent angles ar also alternate in-

terior angles soi.PIIn. According to Eucll.d's Postulate., there can be

at most one parallel to n through P soViust be m andL RPQ

Therefore., /14.: Z2.

If two parallel lines are out b a transversal, each pair of correspond-

ing angles, are congruent.

mln and out by transversal t. Show Ll

I
L 2 , L3 4.05 7 L

In Wplane, two lines parallel to the same line are parallel to each other.
A

1004

m la and. n I! 1. Show m ti rho

'74 U of DML
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14. In a plane, if a line is perpendicular to one of two parallels, it is
perpendicular to the other.

1

nm and pl. m. Show plA.

1. Givens // tf:

Proves LA la L.B

2. Givens

mLACD 2x +

mLCAB 5x - 1
mLACB 9x + 10

Find: a) Value of x
b) m LBAC

c) rnDCE

d) mtABC

e) LACB

Given $ XYZ and L ABC coplanar

Acute angles

Proves Z.:1YZ LABC

xercises

Givens mB mLC 90
Prates mL.D ge 90

. 4 4
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Euclidesq`Gepmetrv

a *
Using Euclid's Parallel Postulate we can prove an important theorem

about triangles.

1. The sum of the measures .of the angles of any triangle is/180..

Given ABC

Proves m m L2, m L3 180,

-44(-

A
By Euclid's Postulate, we know there is &It most one line p through B

So that p II i6. Let D, E be points on'p with-B:between D and E.

The proof is left_to_you.-7

Exercises

1, Prove: The acute angles of a right.triangle are complementary.

2. Proves For any triangle, the measure of each exterior angle is equal

to the sum of the measures'of its two remote interior Angles.

LBO is an exterior angle of

CiABC. Show mid + mt2 mLBODi

Givens AM.. The measure of two ankles is given. Supply the third.

a) mi!A in 57 -12 111.60 ?

b) mLA . 108 p LB 1.9 p ?

a) m LA 80 , m4B 1.0 X p ?
(1), MLA - X m L-B Y m ?

a) m/-DAB

b) mALABC

0) m4!BCE 0

mLABF Nik
4

M4.00
.2C

MLACB al 7x 4. 3

m4DAD llx 4. 17

a) Find x

b)' Fifid m4DAB

0). Find ml-BAO

P-32 5.

I

d) Find mi4ECA

e) Find 111Z.BAC
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